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Curvature 
Domination

Slow Roll Inflation:
Damped Oscillations 

around SR attractor.

Open inflation:
Bucher, Goldhaber, Turock, 95;
Yamamoto, Sasaki, Tanak 95;
Linde 95; Linde, Mezhlumian 95;
Garzia Bellido, Garriga, Montes, 97;
…



Effect we compute analytically: 

Oscillations in background quantities (i.e. slow roll parameters) can lead to 
resonances with mode functions of perturbations.

Corresponding oscillations in the power-spectrum and higher order correlation 
functions can act as fingerprints of the curvature dominated phase and inflation, 
e.g.:  
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See paper for more on open 
inflation, observational prospects,

non-Gaussianities etc.!

Here, I will focus on one aspect of 
the computation that might be  

useful to you.
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When is performing such a 
truncation ok?

There are many examples where it is highly 
problematic (turns in field space, see upcoming 

paper by Gao, Langlois, Mizuno).

Sometimes better: EFT treatment,
see Achucarro, Gong, Hardeman, Patil, Palma, 

…,11,12,…
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Necessary conditions: 

Perturbations, def. Mukhanov variables:

Equations of motions are

The mass matrix is determined from derivatives of the potential and background 
quantities.

To truncate perturbations, coupling between Q’s must be be negligible, which 
entails conditions onto the mass matrix and the amplitude of perturbations.

Gordon, Wands, Bassett, Maartens 00
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Assume     oscillates around zero and     is a regular inflaton with

We can use as an order of magnitude estimate

Define                                        (~1 during inflation)
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Necessary conditions: Example 

The mass matrix is easy to compute and contains terms of order:

If amplitudes are at most comparable 

(excitation can lead to violations, i.e. during a sharp turn of the trajectory), we get

Only small amplitude oscillations are 
allowed!

e.g. some case studies in Chen 11 and Chen,
Ringevall 12, violate these conditions.
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As a Consequence, oscillations in the the power-spectrum generated during 
inflation can be at most a few percent if perturbations are truncated to the 
adiabatic sector as in Chen et.al. (see our paper).  The bi-spectrum is also 
suppressed.

Observation of these signals is hard, but not impossible.

The heavier a field, the less it can be excited if its 
fluctuations are to be ignored!  
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As a Consequence, oscillations in the the power-spectrum generated during 
inflation can be at most a few percent if perturbations are truncated to the 
adiabatic sector as in Chen et.al. (see our paper).  The bi-spectrum is also 
suppressed.

Observation of these signals is hard, but not impossible.

Complementary approximation scheme: EFT treatment of a single degree of 
freedom in the presence of heavy fields (Achucarro et.al., …).

Or: full multi-field analysis (numerical) at perturbed level (Langlois et.al., …)

The heavier a field, the less it can be excited if its 
fluctuations are to be ignored!  
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